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OBJECTIVES:
. To provide

. To a pprise

. To develop

To nurture
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The art of writing is the art of discovering what one believes in. It expresses a man's views and

builds his/her first impression. so, in order to develop the art of forming beautiful symbols by

hand among the students, an intra cLass activity'calligrapher in Me'was conducted.A paragraph

from the poem ,The star,, by Jane Tylor was given to the students and they were asked to write

the same beautifully on an A-4 size sheet. students wrote the text very neat y in their own unique

writing styles putting in all their might to be on the winners list. This activlty helped to strengthen

the importance of neat legible handwriting and encouraged students to impfove their writing

* ills.All the students participated e nth usiastica lLy and they were appreciated for their

cornrnendable efforts. The students were also motivated to perform the activity patiently within

the given time limit. The competition presented a challenging task for the teachers to judge the

winners. The best five entries were selected from each section and the final winners were chosen

after the assessment on the basis of calmness, curiosity andcreativity, The activity was thoroughly

enjoyedbythestudentsandcateredtotheircognitlveandaestheticdomainsoflearning'
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a platform to the students to exhibit their talent and creativity.

them about the skills and techniques of calligraphy.

f ne moto- skills of the students.

and reinforce students' neat handwriting.

'Good handwriting is clear thinking made visible'

- Bill Wheeler
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